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Executive Summary

This report identifies current and potential application areas of AI across railway domains.
With this aim the document surveys the main railway problems to which artificial intelligence
techniques are currently being applied or that could benefit from AI based approaches, as
they emerged from the activities carried out in WP1 (State-of-the-art of Artificial Intelligence
in railway transport). The main challenges to be faced and some steps necessary to an
effective take up of AI in railways are also delineated, basing on the results of the mentioned
activities, which include results from a survey, the analysis of scientific literature and relevant
projects, and feedback and information from the Advisory Board. The report also provides
a matching between the set of relevant problems and the current AI techniques, as well as
some guidelines to drive the choice of appropriate AI approaches focusing on a particular
aspect of the problem under analysis.
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SC Subcommittee
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SVM Support Vector Machines
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TPU Tensor Processing Unit
V&V Verification and Validation
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1. Background

The present document constitutes the Deliverable D1.3 “Application Areas” of the S2R
JU project “Roadmaps for AI integration in the Rail Sector” (RAILS). The project is in the
framework of Shift2Rail’s Innovation Programme IPX. As such, RAILS does not focus
on a specific domain, nor does it directly contribute to specific Technical Demonstrators
but contributes to Disruptive Innovation and Exploratory Research in the field of Artificial
Intelligence within the Shift2Rail Innovation Programme.

Deliverable D1.3 describes the work carried out in task 1.4 of Work Package WP1 whose
objectives are:

• Define a taxonomy of AI to enable its application in railway transport
• Determine the state-of-the-art of AI techniques in railway transport
• Determine the state-of-the-art of Shift2Rail projects
• Identify application areas of AI in railways

The work package identifies specific needs, challenges and opportunities; it contributes
to evaluate and select techniques and methods for picking the right AI technology able to
solve open problems or improve performance in railway scenarios. To this aim, a systematic
literature review is performed including the study of the available results from recent and
ongoing projects. This work package clearly states a vision: it depicts a preliminary shared
vision of the future railway systems among partners, it bridges the gap between AI and
railway-domain experts by clearly defining the expectations of the potential of emerging
technologies, and selects the most suitable AI techniques for their realisation. Finally,
it defines scope and boundaries of AI-Technology against railway targets for identifying
new opportunities in achieving desired objectives from the development of emerging
AI-technologies, i.e. identify application areas of AI across railway domains. The main
outcomes of this work package are:

i. A taxonomy of suitable AI techniques to be adopted for railways (Deliverable D1.1);
ii. A map of the current state-of-the-art in railway research from S2R and other relevant

projects (Deliverable D1.2);
iii. A set of current and potential application areas (this Deliverable).

The overall objective of the RAILS research project is to investigate the potential of AI
approaches in the rail sector and contribute to the definition of roadmaps for future research
in next generation signalling systems, operational intelligence, and network management.
RAILS addresses the training of PhD. students to support the research capacity in AI within
the rail sector across Europe by involving research institutions in four different countries
with a combined background in both computer science and transportation systems.
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2. Objective

The main objective of this document is to identify and describe current and potential applica-
tion areas for AI techniques and methods across railway domains. This objective is achieved
by elaborating the outcomes of the state-of-the-art and further activities carried out in WP1,
also including feedback and information from members of the RAILS Advisory Board, the
results of a survey on challenges and state-of-practice of AI applications in railways, and
information gained from the AI4RAILS 2020 workshop. Hence, the application areas identi-
fied in this document are not limited to issues that will be addressed in WP2, WP3 and WP4,
even if a special focus is put on AI techniques that have been used or could be used in rail-
way safety and automation, maintenance, traffic planning and management. The document
also identifies some areas of intervention that although not directly tied to the application of
AI techniques, should be considered in order to enable their fast take-up in the rail sector.
This results in: a) the identification of the potential of AI for railways, achieved through a com-
prehensive and up-to-date overview of relevant state-of-the-art of AI approaches, innovation
technologies and trends applicable to railways from the transport sector, b) the alignment of
the research activities with available results from relevant ongoing projects and initiatives in
the railway sector.
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3. Introduction

The RAILS project follows the Technology Road-Mapping Methodology in order to support a
fast take up of AI technology in railways. The research is structured in three main phases 1)
DISCOVER, covering all the preliminary survey and analysis activities, 2) ASSESS, covering
proofs of concept development and experimentation activities, 3) LEARN, covering all the
follow-up and knowledge dissemination activities.
This deliverable summarises and draws conclusions of the first phase developed in WP1 -
State-of-the-art of Artificial Intelligence in railway transport. The document is organised as
follows.
Chapter 4 describes the main sources of information for this document and draws a summary
of the railway problems which are being investigated or could be addressed by applying
AI approaches, as they emerged from the different sources and activities carried out in
WP1. In particular, Section 4.5 and 4.6 refer to the study of scientific literature and the
analysis of relevant research reported in Deliverable 1.1 and Deliverable 1.2. This chapter
just summarises the relevant railway problems, and introduces the survey conducted among
stakeholders about the challenges and the state-of-practice of AI in railways. In addition,
Section 4.7 is dedicated to very recent interventions relating to more general issues, such
as AI regulation and initiatives for trustworthy AI.
Chapter 5 illustrates and discusses the key findings of the survey. The survey results point
out some of the obstacles to be faced and important milestones to reach for effective adop-
tion of AI in railways. Moreover, they provide indications about AI models and tools currently
used and railway problems from the respondents’ point of view. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5
are the input of the next two chapters.
Chapter 6 contains a first attempt to match railway problems and applicable AI techniques,
as well as a preliminary definition of application guidelines, hence contributing to select AI
techniques and methods able to cope with specific problems.
Chapter 7 presents a comprehensive picture of the railway problems and draws the conclu-
sion of WP1, identifying not only possible application areas of AI across the railway domains
but also providing some hints about steps that should be taken to make this application
effective.
Although AI for cyber-security is an area worth mentioning, as it is essential and challenging
in railways as well as in many other transport systems to fight against cyber-threats and
protect their assets, this report does not include a specific analysis related to that topic,
which is inherently cross-domain. Cyber-attacks from hackers, criminal organisations or
intelligence services are prone to undermine the security and integrity of data coming from
different sources, hence the adoption of AI-based approaches could help counteract those
threats by providing intelligent information fusion for superior situation awareness [1,2].
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4. Sources of Information

A relevant effort has been spent in the first phase of the project to collect and elaborate
information from all RAILS relevant target groups in order to build a comprehensive picture
of the current research and application of AI in railways and delineate future trends and ap-
plication areas. The target groups include railway stakeholders, the scientific and academic
community, and enterprises developing AI-based products that can be used/integrated into
Railway applications and systems. Among the railway stakeholders, the activities conducted
in the framework of WP1 aimed at involving in particular S2R JU members, S2R past and
ongoing projects, railway regulation and standardisation bodies, associations, mass-transit
operators, companies, suppliers and infrastructure managers. Hence, a number of differ-
ent initiatives have been carried out that provided inputs for the analysis presented in this
document. The main sources of information are:

• A survey on AI challenges and state-of-practise in railway transportation (Section 4.2);
• The members of the RAILS Advisory Board;
• The ongoing research submitted to the AI4RAILS international workshop;
• A systematic review of the scientific literature;
• The publicly available information about ongoing and past S2R projects, as well as

other relevant worldwide projects;
• The available AI Policies and Regulations.

The related initiatives and their contribution to the identification of railways application areas
are briefly described in the next Sections. The results and conclusions we derived from
the collected information about the application areas of AI in railways are summarised and
discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.

4.1. Railway domains definitions

Deliverable D1.1 [3], identified the railway sub-domains pointed out by the WP1 activities
to investigate existing as well as potential applications of AI to the railway sector. In this
Chapter and throughout the deliverable we will refer to such sub-domains, whose definition
is therefore reported below.

Maintenance and inspection Railways are made up of complex mechanical and electrical
systems. Maintenance covers all preventive and corrective activities intended to keep a
system or sub-system in proper operating condition. These activities are essential to avoid
deterioration with possible consequences on safety because of improper maintenance.

Safety and security Safety and security are of primary concern for any transport system,
as travellers expect transportation to be safe and secure. Transport safety and security refers
to all activities and means reducing the risks of both unintentional and intentional causes of
accidents that may directly or indirectly cause injury to persons and/or damage to physical
assets.
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Autonomous driving and control The International Association of Public Transport
(UITP) defines five Grades of Automation (GoA) with respect to train operation: GoA0, which
means no automation; GoA1, where the presence of the driver is strictly necessary also for
basic operations; GoA2, that encompasses semi-automatic train operations, and the driver
is responsible for many safety-related procedures; GoA3, where trains run automatically
from station to station but a staff member is always in the train, with responsibility for han-
dling of emergency situations; and GoA4, trains are capable of operating automatically and
on-board staff is not required for safe operation. Autonomous driving and control deals with
trains that are operated automatically without any (or with only limited) human intervention.

Traffic planning and management Traffic planning and management deals with effective
and efficient capacity management, timetabling, control of railway operations as well as
resource allocation and resource management. This includes traffic state prediction and
traffic rescheduling, analysis of passenger and freight railway transport, estimation of traffic
demand and capacity, scheduling of trains and crews, optimal use of rolling stock and energy
in order to increase the efficiency and competitiveness of passengers and freight transport.

Revenue management Revenue management is the application of disciplined analytics
that predict consumer behaviour at the micro-market levels and optimise product availability
and price to maximise revenue growth.

Transport policy Transport policy deals with the development of a set of strategies and
programmes, that are established by governments and regulatory bodies to achieve specific
objectives relating to social, economic and environmental conditions, and the functioning
and performance of the transport system.

Passenger mobility Passenger mobility refers to the movement of people using any kind
of transportation means. In this context we refer to railway transportation and to the following
mobility characteristics: Time, that is the time needed to reach the destination; Affordability
and Accessibility, as the rail options need to be affordable and accessible to provide a suc-
cessful transportation service; and Safety, that is the essential precondition for rail mobility.

4.2. Survey

In order to get the overall RAILS research founded on the knowledge of the current situation
and opportunities, we wanted to know from the railway stakeholders the State-of-Practice
regarding the application of AI techniques in the rail sector as well as their opinion about
the current challenges to be faced. An online survey was created for this reason which has
been distributed to the whole S2R community, to railway associations, to regulatory and stan-
dardisation bodies, and disseminated through social channels. The submitted questionnaire
consists of three parts:

a) General context and background of the survey participant, providing information about
the participant’s working context, motivation, experience and railway domain or appli-
cation of interest.
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b) Challenges and Open Issues of AI in railways, asking for the participant’s opinion about
the obstacles, the milestone and the railway problems that could be effectively ad-
dressed by the adoption of AI techniques.

c) State of Practice, trying to depict the current scenario through the AI solutions, tech-
niques, datasets, tools and technologies currently in use.

The next Chapter of this deliverable is entirely dedicated to the survey and its outcomes as
they have not been presented in other documents yet. The questionnaire is reported in the
Appendix.

4.3. Advisory Board

The main objective of the RAILS Advisory Board (AB) group is to provide valuable feedback
on project results as well as suggestions about possible research directions based on the
relevant expertise and point of view of its members. The AB includes representatives of
ERA (the European Agency for Railways), railway operators, companies, enterprises and
Industries operating in the development of Artificial Intelligence and data-driven applications.
A first meeting was held during which some interesting issues about possible applications
of AI in a subset of the railway domain were presented. The topics addressed in this first
meeting are a subset of all relevant issues worth addressing in this field of research, but
they confirm some of the general research directions emerged from the project survey and
reviews, with a focus on specific railway problems, open challenges and possible approaches
based on data-driven techniques. Among others:

• Maintenance and Inspection; this includes the capability of detecting the health sta-
tus of rail assets, the estimation of their remaining useful life, early warning, and the
automation of maintenance activities.

• Security and safety of travellers and workers; in particular accidents analysis, predic-
tion and prevention of collisions, fire, accidents at level crossings, derailments, etc.

• Safety and automation, e.g. self-driving trains in diverse environmental and system
conditions.

• Traffic planning and management, in order to provide for effective and efficient passen-
ger transportation even in face of disruptions and emergencies.

At a higher level of abstraction, addressing those problems requires situational awareness
and decision making. This includes detection (object/obstacle detection, intrusion detec-
tion, signal detection), localisation, remote inspection, tracking, passenger flow analysis in
stations as well as on-train, and the capability to analyse scenarios, learn from the past,
correlate events and information. These problems raise the need to cope with the regulatory
framework as well as technical issues.

• Aspects related to the regulatory framework include, among others:
– The need for certification processes of AI-based systems in railways.
– Issues related to data privacy and ethics.

• Some of the most important technical issues are related to:
– Dealing with uncertainty.
– The collection, availability and analysis of data:

* data availability, in particular data related to rare events;
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* data homogeneity (e.g. coping with multi-lingual concerns);

* data interoperability;

* data models;

* training data.

The open issues listed above are complex and no gold solutions are available. Some ap-
proaches have been taken to deal with some of the above technical challenges, based on:

• Generative Adversarial Networks as one of the promising techniques to perform data
augmentation in case of limited data.

• Text mining and natural language processing (NLP) techniques.
• The definition of ontologies.
• Video Content Analysis (VCA) solutions based on Computer Vision.
• The usage of technologies such as drones and satellites.

4.4. AI4RAILS Workshops

AI4RAILS is a new international workshop series stemming from RAILS, and it is the first
workshop/conference series specifically addressing topics related to the adoption of Artificial
Intelligence in the railway domain. The ambition of AI4RAILS is to be a reference forum for
researchers, practitioners and business leaders to discuss and share new perspectives,
ideas, technologies, experience and solutions for effective and dependable integration of
AI techniques in rail-based transportation systems, in the general context of intelligent and
smart railways.
The first 2020 edition1 was held on September 7, 2020, co-located with the 16th European
Dependable Computing Conference (EDCC 2020) and hence focused on dependability as-
pects. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the workshop was held online. The second 2021
edition2 takes place in a hybrid format, 11-14 July 2021, and is co-located with the 31st Euro-
pean Conference on Operational Research (EURO2021), and focused more on operational
aspects.
The two editions have received submissions from more than 10 different countries from all
over the world, and more than 30% of the authors were from companies (operators, suppli-
ers and infrastructure managers). With the 194 registered participants of the first and the 19
registered presenters of the second edition (the information about the participants is not yet
available), AI4RAILS workshops offer a relevant view on the ongoing research. Moreover,
the keynote speeches (2 for the 2020 edition, 1 planned for the 2021 edition) and tutori-
als given by charismatic people complete this view. During 2020, in fact, the first keynote
speech was given by Jens Braband from Siemens Mobility GmbH, addressing the issues of
AI and machine learning within railway safety assessment, which is an extremely relevant
topic given the safety-criticality of several railway control and supervision functions. The sec-
ond keynote speech was given by Giorgio Travaini, Head of Research & Innovation at the
European Union’s Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking, highlighting the strong connection between
the Shift2Rail programme and the research and innovation challenges and opportunities
given by AI in railways. The tutorial was provided by The MathWorks, a worldwide leading
company in the fields of Data Science and Machine Learning Platforms, as recognised by

1https://sites.google.com/view/ai4rails
2https://rails-project.eu/ai4rails/
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the Gartner’s Magic Quadrant 2020, mainly known for their Matlab and Simulink software
applications.
The four technical sessions of the 2020 edition described multiple applications of AI; the
main topics covered were maintenance and inspection (54%), traffic planning and manage-
ment (22%) and autonomous driving and control (22%). Among the different applications
presented, obstacle detection was widely considered as well as the inspection of tracks for
anomalies and irregularities. Within the traffic planning and management, the focus was on
train unit shunting and UIC code recognition. In autonomous driving and control, covered
topics were related to the automatic and safe recognition of railway signals and audio-events.
The presented papers are published in the workshop proceedings [4].
The main topics covered within the 2021 edition are traffic planning and management (66%),
autonomous driving and control (22%) and maintenance and inspection (11%). In traffic
planning and management, diverse applications were presented including strategical plan-
ning (track alignment), scheduling and routing, shunting, and rescheduling and traffic pre-
dictions for yards, depots, stations and networks. Within maintenance and inspection, the
focus was on obstacle detection and track deterioration modelling. Within autonomous driv-
ing and control, researchers addressed autonomous driving, calibrating engine parameters,
minimising energy consumption and assessing risks of deploying computer vision. Diverse
AI approaches are applied for both freight and passengers’ operations, in order to simulate
and optimise the railway system and its components.

4.5. Related Projects

Deliverable D1.2 [5] provides a review of relevant projects worldwide where AI was used
to support and improve railway systems in different scenarios, with particular emphasis
on those within the European Shift2Rail (S2R) funding programme. In order to delineate
relevant application areas, we summarise here our main findings of this comprehensive
review showing the tackled research areas according to the railway subdomains.

Maintenance and inspection:
• Rail tracks related issues:

– Turnout fault diagnosis [6] and failure prediction [7];
– Track geometry [8,9] and track deterioration [6,10,11] monitoring, as well as iden-

tification of both location and timing of unexpected changes to the track system
[12];

– Turnout weaknesses and track profile degradation prediction for maintenance ac-
tivity planning oriented to reduce costs [13];

– Tracks defect prediction through suitable customised Track Quality Indices (TQI)
[14], as well as broken spikes detection [15];

– Introduction of Smart Wayside Object Controllers (SWOC) to handle control and
diagnosis data related to both SWOCs themselves and the route management
system [16,17];

• Rolling stock related issues:
– Condition-based maintenance for bogies and wagons [18] and traction and brak-

ing systems [19], as well as fault diagnosis for bogies components [20] and wheels
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defect detection [21];
– Ongoing investigation towards the integration of Digital Twins and AI for bogies

condition monitoring [22].
• Infrastructures related issues:

– Ongoing investigation towards the integration of Digital Twins and AI to predict
crack pattern changes in tunnels and bridges [23];

– Development of a Building Information Management/Modelling (BIM) platform for
the integration of algorithms and gathered information collected by different kinds
of sensors, especially for tunnels and bridges [8,24,25];

– Infrastructure condition assessment [26], defect detection in high-speed railway
infrastructures [27], health condition and optimal intervention time and type pre-
diction [28], and detection and classification of damages within tunnel linings [29];

– Ongoing investigations towards the usage of drones to recognise infrastructure
components and discover eventual faults on the assets [30].

Safety and security:
• Rail track related issues:

– Earth activity monitoring and active deformation areas identification [31], earth-
work status change prediction [6], and landslide prediction [32–34];

– Collision prediction at road-rail level crossings [34] and derailment risk prediction
[7];

– Track circuit false occupancy detection [6], as well as obstacle detection/intrusions
on tracks [32,35,36];

• Railway stations and workplaces:
– fare evasion detection as well as vandalism, unattended baggage, and so on [37];
– increment safety and security at railway stations by crowd management analysis

[38];
– workers’ safety during inspection activities [39];

• Information technology systems:
– Anomaly detection to increment cyber-security in railway systems [40];
– ITC systems analysis to identify technical issues and problematic patterns before

they cause service interruptions [41].
Traffic planning and management:

• Train delay [7,32,42], dwell time and restore time [43], cancellations, and route change
prediction and unexpected events prognosis [44];

• Timetable construction for long-term planning, real-time planning, and replanning dur-
ing disruptions [45],

• Marshalling operations optimisation [35] and development of Intelligent Video Gate
(IVG) for wagons recognition at the entrance of marshalling yards to optimise opera-
tions [18,46];

Autonomous driving and control:
• Energy optimised driving profiles [43,47];
• Ongoing investigation towards automated and optimised train movements [17].
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Passenger mobility:
• Crowdedness prediction, travellers pattern recognition, and travellers clustering [48],

passenger flow modelling and simulation to reduce congestion [49], and passengers’
origin-destination estimation [50];

• Ongoing investigation towards the integration of Digital Twins to manage crowds in
stations [51];

• Face recognition solutions to optimise the railway real-name entry verification system
to enhance passengers travel experience [52].

In addition to these findings, we also found some uncharted areas from both the rail and AI
perspectives. Particularly, some AI technologies have not been widely investigated such as
“Autonomous systems & Robotics”, while others have not yet been involved in any project
surveyed, such as “Logic programming” and “Natural Language Processing” and “Speech
Recognition”. These AI technologies and applications may be potentially addressed in
ongoing/future projects, as could be for NLP in TRANSLATE4RAIL [53] and “Autonomous
systems & Robotics” in TAURO [54]. Concerning railway subdomains, none of the projects
carried out tackled the Revenue Management challenges, while only in one case research
was performed towards Transport Policy [55].

The graphic in Fig. 4.1 shows the number of AI-related projects per topics that have been
covered by the review performed in WP1.

Fig. 4.1. AI-related projects covered in D1.2

For further analysis on relevant projects, please refer to RAILS deliverable D1.2 [5], Sec-
tion 4.

4.6. Taxonomy and Literature Review

In our first deliverable [3], we defined a reference taxonomy of AI in railways and subdivided
the rail sector into seven sub-domains, as recalled in section 4.1, that were used as a
baseline for our investigations. In addition, we performed an initial high-level analysis
to identify existing and potential applications of AI in the railway sector. These results
were then extended through a state-of-the-art (SOTA) of the literature, performed in the
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RAILS deliverable [5], which main findings, in terms of research areas, are synthetically
summarised below.

Maintenance and Inspection:
• Rail Tracks related issues:

– Track geometry defects detection and prediction, rails’ surface defects detection,
contact fatigue defect detection and prediction, and occurrence of broken rails
prediction;

– Fasteners defects detection and/or their classification;
– Turnout fault diagnosis and failure prediction, track circuit fault diagnosis and fail-

ure prediction, railway point machine fault detection and diagnosis, and spatial
and temporal dependencies measurement of faults in track circuits;

– Predicting the type of maintenance intervention and whether the maintenance
activity should be performed or delayed at switches;

– Rails health conditions estimation (mostly squats defects) for data-driven mainte-
nance planning.

• Rolling Stock related issues:
– Angle cock and fastening bolts defect detection, as well as wheels’ wear condition

estimation;
– Axle bearings fault diagnosis and remaining useful life estimation;
– On-board equipment fault diagnosis, on-board systems failure prediction, and

anomaly identification in data coming from train sensors;
– Autonomous adaption of the cab front cleaning robot to the surface of the cab;
– Plugs identification in trains’ frames to improve maintenance activities.

• Defects identification within railway signalling requirements documents;
• Catenary defects identification;
• Diagnosis of maintenance equipment.

Safety and security:
• Risk assessment of hazardous events when shunting and accident occurrence analy-

sis at railway depots;
• Risk assessment approaches to quantitatively reveal the severity for different haz-

ardous events in various scenarios such as stations, rail lines, and buildings;
• Railway network route selection;
• Track circuit disruption length estimation, as well as track circuit coding reasoning and

deducting process simulation in high-speed rails;
• Detection of variations in correspondence of the rail tracks through the analysis of

environmental anomalies;
• Level Crossings analysis and evaluation in order to select those that need improve-

ments from passively protected to active system-aid protected.
Traffic planning and management:

• Timetable generation and routing optimisation;
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• Train delay minimisation, total travel time or waiting time reduction, and track allocation
and departure/arrival time optimisation for delay minimisation;

• Delay analysis and conflict prediction, running and dwell time and train event time
prediction, and arrival time prediction for freight trains;

• Analysis of weather conditions and scheduled timetables to comprehend how they
affect train delays as well as delay estimation and pattern identification;

• Train rescheduling in case of disruptions to minimise total/primary/knock-on delays of
trains and maximise the quality of service and passengers’ satisfaction.

Autonomous driving and control:
• Energy-efficient driving optimisation;
• Energy consumption reduction whilst maintaining comfort level and punctuality.

Passenger mobility:
• Predict metro on-board passenger flow as well as entrance and exit flows;
• Unravel the influence of spatial characteristics in predicting passenger flow;
• Predict and classify passengers load categories.

Besides these findings, the state-of-the-art also showed that no AI-based solution has still
been proposed for railway revenue management and transport policy.

4.7. AI Policies and Regulations

Trustworthiness, ethics, robustness and explainability are essential for AI-based systems,
especially when used in critical domains such as health and transport. As discussed
in Deliverable 1.1 [3], the European Commission (EC) has recently addressed some of
these issues by introducing “Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence” [56],
the “General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)” [57], and the “Report on the safety
and liability implications of Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things and robotics” [58].
However, very recently (i.e. Spring 2021), new concerns and proposals for regulations have
arisen addressing the real applicability of AI, especially in relation to humans’ fundamental
rights such as non discrimination, equality between women and men, integration of per-
sons with disabilities, and respect for private life. Focusing on the European panorama,
the European Commission has issued a new “Proposal for a Regulation laying down
harmonised rules on artificial intelligence (Artificial Intelligence Act)” [59] which relies on
and/or extends the aforementioned documents and introduces a cross-domain, horizontal
regulatory framework, oriented to preserve the fundamental human rights. Indeed, with
this proposal, the EC bans those AI applications that may violate fundamental rights or
could manipulate persons beyond their consciousness in order to distort their behaviour;
as the main example, AI-based social scoring applications are prohibited. In addition,
real-time remote biometric identification systems (i.e., AI systems oriented to recognise
persons leveraging their biometric data) are banned in public spaces, with any exceptions
requiring special authorisation. Beyond these prohibitions, the framework collects a set of
requirements that high-risk AI systems, listed in Annex III [60], must meet in order to be
marketed and operated in Europe; these include documentation, tests, risk assessment,
data quality evaluation, recording of events (i.e. logging), etc. Although flexible, as it allows
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providers of AI systems to delineate the required procedures to meet these specifications,
the framework imposes a well detailed “ex-ante” assessment of the conformity of the prod-
uct and a continuous “post-market” monitoring and reporting. Regarding trustworthiness
evaluation of AI-based systems, last year the AI High Level Expert Group (AI HLEG)
has released “The Assessment List for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence (ALTAI) for self
assessment” [61]. It is worth mentioning that Microsoft has recently released (May 2021)
a new tool, named Counterfit3, with the aim to allow organisations to conduct AI security
risk assessments to ensure robustness, reliability, and trustworthiness of their AI-based
systems; this tool is open-source and available online on GitHub4.

In the same period, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) set out some interesting
points to make AI truthful, fair, and equitable5. They mainly focus on datasets, which
should contain useful, unbiased, and non-discriminatory information. For instance, as also
considered by the FTC, if the dataset misses information about a particular population, it
would lead to an AI system that is intrinsically discriminatory. In addition, the FTC promotes
embracing transparency of data and independence of the researchers as an effective
means to monitor and adjust bias factors in datasets.

Furthermore, in the current year (2021), CEN and CENELEC have launched a new technical
committee6 on Artificial Intelligence. The new CEN/CLC/JTC 217 aims to produce, in the
near future, standardisation deliverables on AI and related data. It will also take into account
the work performed within other international standards and organisations (e.g. the ISO/IEC
JTC 1/SC 428).

In the context of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems (AIS), it is worth underlining that
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards Association (IEEE SA) has
proposed a “Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems”9. Within
this initiative, a landmark paper named “Ethically Aligned Design” [62] was issued, intended
to provide recommendations and guidance for standards, certification, and regulation for
design and use of AIS. It also includes discussions about the potential harm of AIS to
privacy, discrimination, and possible negative long-term effects on societal well-being.
Practically, this initiative encompasses a series of standards (IEEE P700010), which are
being developed, assessing transparency of autonomous systems, data-related issues and
privacy, and ethically driven robotic, intelligent and autonomous systems. Regarding the as-
sessment of safety and the trustworthiness of AIS, IEEE is also carrying out activities within
“The Ethics Certification Program for Autonomous and Intelligent Systems (ECPAIS)”11 by

3https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/05/03/ai-security-risk-assessment
-using-counterfit/

4https://github.com/Azure/counterfit/
5https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/2021/04/aiming-truth-fairn
ess-equity-your-companys-use-ai

6https://www.cencenelec.eu/News/Brief News/Pages/TN-2021-013.aspx
7https://standards.cen.eu/dyn/www/f?p=204:7:0::::FSP ORG ID:2916257&cs=1E73EA11
303EDD288BB954271E14DE3AE

8https://www.iso.org/committee/6794475/x/catalogue/
9https://standards.ieee.org/industry-connections/ec/autonomous-systems.html

10https://ethicsinaction.ieee.org/p7000/
11https://standards.ieee.org/industry-connections/ecpais.html
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establishing criteria and processes to certify transparency, accountability, and algorithmic
bias in AIS.

In conclusion, the development of AI standards, regulations and guidelines addressing trust-
worthy autonomous systems has very recently undergone rapid development and evolution,
which is still ongoing. Depending on local applicable laws and domain-specific standards,
developers of intelligent transportation systems, including smart railways, would need to be
compliant with multiple requirements at different levels; therefore, it would be important for
the railway industry to setup structured and systematic approaches within multi-compliance
frameworks, similarly to what companies have already done in fields of similar complexity
and criticality, such as cyber-security compliance.

4.7.1. Considerations about Ethical and Privacy aspects of AI in railway applications

We would like to conclude this section by providing some remarks about AI applications in
railways for which special care must be devoted to privacy and ethical aspects. We pro-
vide some example directions for further investigation, as each of the points addressed
would require an in-depth analysis that is beyond the scope of this study. Some relevant
considerations relate to the so-called “ethical dilemmas” associated with the deployment of
trustworthy AI, as they are reported in the study of the European Parliament “The ethics of
artificial intelligence: Issues and initiatives” [63]. With respect to the ethical and moral issues
reported in this document, in the context of our study on AI application to railway systems,
we mainly consider the impact on society and the impact on trust, and in particular here we
refer to: labour market, privacy and human rights, fairness, transparency and accountabil-
ity. Other issues could be considered by conducting specific studies. Therefore, we provide
some hints about AI applications in the railway sub-domains pointed out by RAILS activities
that may raise privacy and ethical concerns:
Maintenance and inspection

• Applications which have impact on work and unemployment by replacing people with
AI-based machines or AI models, or create labour-market discrimination. This is a
concern originated by the replacement of human labour by automation, or by the fact
that new skills are required. The area of maintenance and inspection could be affected
by these phenomena as autonomous maintenance is increasingly adopted.

• Applications which require the analysis of video or data that may violate the privacy of
people (for example, video analytics solutions requiring cameras watching public areas
such as at level crossings, or on board of trains).

Safety and security
• Trust is a main concern in safety and security. Therefore, AI techniques used to sup-

port decision making processes suffer from data uncertainty and from the lack of trans-
parency of Machine Learning algorithms (including Deep Learning approaches). Intel-
ligent rail obstacle detection is an example application where detection may be affected
by the fine tuning of performance to find a balance between false negatives (associ-
ated with a negative safety impact) and false positives (associated with a negative
availability and cost impact).

• Intelligent railway monitoring and station surveillance systems (i.e., CCTV with video
analytics) are important to guarantee safety and security, nonetheless they bring up a
number of privacy issues, for example with respect to the level of control over the usage
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of collected data to prevent or avoid accidents, such as data coming from tracking
people by recognising their biometric characteristics and behaviour.

Autonomous driving and control
• Accountability is a problem when technology spreads moral responsibility between

many actors or delegates to new roles. In particular, autonomous driving poses impor-
tant ethical issues that are being discussed in several domains, notably in automotive.
Trains have a more constrained behaviour compared to road vehicles or aircrafts, but
a high level of autonomy implies the capability and the necessity of taking decisions
without human control, with explainability being of paramount importance in such a
context.

• Similarly to rail surveillance applications, obstacle detection may also be affected by
privacy issues, especially in case videos are recorded.

Revenue management and Passenger mobility Privacy concerns can also be risen by
both Revenue management and Passenger mobility applications. Revenue management
applications require to automatically collect and elaborate a high volume of personal data,
and the same holds for applications addressing the evaluation of passenger satisfaction.
Passenger mobility applications may require data from both people tracking using mobile
devices, as well as networks of cameras and other sensors for people counting and crowd
analysis.

As a final remark, it should be noted that several ethical and privacy issues are not
specifically related to AI but more in general they are raised by technologies also used in
more traditional systems. This is the case, for example, of all the applications that increase
the level of autonomy of the systems and make use of technologies based on probabilistic
and statistic models, on the usage and elaboration of sensors data. Such applications are
not necessarily AI-based, but AI solutions are often depending on the same technologies
and may increase their effects.
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5. Survey Key Findings

This Chapter provides an overview and summary of key analytical points of the survey.
The objective of the survey was to obtain a deeper understanding of the Challenges and
State-of-Practice (SoP) of Artificial Intelligence in railways from the perspective of the railway
stakeholders and gain information to shape future research directions and roadmaps for an
effective introduction of AI techniques in the railway sector. The main goal was to collect
feedback and indications from relevant stakeholders and experts to delineate trends and
directions, therefore the survey did not involve the general public.

5.1. Survey Methodology and General information

The survey was conducted from 26th April to 31st May 2021. It was addressed above all to
relevant railway stakeholders directly involved in railways innovation and digitalization, hence
we adopted a dissemination strategy in two phases.
We circulated the questionnaire to selected stakeholders in the first 20 days, and specifically
among the RAILS AB members, S2R JU members, S2R projects, railways industry, agencies
and bodies, researchers and organisations conducting activities in the field of AI applied to
railways, also outside Europe. In this phase the following communication channels were
used:

• S2R newsletter and social channels;
• S2R website;
• RAILS project AB contacts;
• Mailing list from the AI4RAILS workshop
• Specific contacts from RAILS partners.

In the second phase, we enlarged the target group by disseminating the survey through
social channels, including the RAILS website and LinkedIn profile.
The survey was submitted in the form of a questionnaire, designed by the RAILS partners.
A first draft of the questionnaire was proposed by CINI, built on the basis of the results from
the Taxonomy, the state-of-the-art, the presentations from AB members, AI4RAILS speakers
and keynotes. The questionnaire has been then largely revised and improved alternating
several steps of discussion and review with the partners. Finally, it was also revised by the
AB members and further improved according to the received feedback.
The questionnaire comprised both closed and open-ended questions. Closed-ended ques-
tions included multiple choice and ranking questions. They consisted of pre-populated an-
swers for the respondent to choose from and also allowed the respondent to add his/her own
answer. Open-ended questions asked the respondent to provide his/her feedback, in some
cases to explain or motivate a previous answer to a closed-ended question.
As already explained in Section 4.2 the questionnaire was structured in three parts: the
first group of questions was related to the respondent’s context and background; the second
group was related to the SoP of AI in railways according to the respondent’s experience
and knowledge; the third group specifically addressed the main challenges and issues to be
faced according to the respondent’s point of view.
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The main research questions we would like to answer using the results of the survey with
respect to the SoP are:

• For which rail applications is AI currently used?
• Which are the AI techniques, models and supporting tools/computing resources cur-

rently used in industrial practice or research?
• How big is the problem related to data acquisition and management?

The main research questions we would like to answer using the results of the survey with
respect to the challenges to be faced are:

• Which are the practical issues that have to be overcome to effectively apply AI in railway
applications?

• Which are the regulatory and methodological issues that need to be addressed to
make AI strategic for the rail sector?

• Which are the key milestones to be reached?

In the remainder of this chapter, we summarise the main findings to delineate an answer to
these questions according to the survey respondents. An analysis of the survey sample is
provided in Section 5.2.

5.2. Survey Sample

The sample was selected in two stages, as explained at the beginning of the chapter. The
universe of this study consists of practitioners and experts in both railway problems and
AI-related issues, therefore the boundaries of the study are well defined and the borders
are not very wide. A total of 60 participants responded to the questionnaire from more
than 40 diverse bodies, over 10 of those are research institutes and 30 are railway compa-
nies/organisations.
The uncertainty about the remaining 20 answers is due to the anonymity of the interviewees.
In these cases, we can say if they work in research institutes or railway companies consider-
ing their answer to the specific question, but we do not know if they are from diverse bodies
or if they belong to already counted organisations. Nevertheless, all the answers have been
considered in the analysis. Most of the respondents are located in Europe (81.7%) followed
by North America (11.7%), as shown by the pie chart on the left side of Fig. 5.1. Many of
them work in companies operating in more than one country, therefore a significant number
of organisations are represented in the survey, including railways companies and operators,
operating all over the world (right side of Fig. 5.1). Fig.5.2 shows the distribution of the sur-
vey participants with respect to the type of the organisation in which they work: over half of
them from railway settings (e.g., companies, suppliers, operators, infrastructure managers),
more than one-third from universities or other research institutes, and about one-sixth work
from a railway joint undertaking or railway association. The pie chart on the left side of
Fig.5.2 says that the majority of the respondents work for very large organisations (15%
have less than 100 employees, while 18.3% have 100 to 1000 employees, and 66.7% have
more than 1000 employees).
More than 83% of the respondents said that they address AI applications to railways in their
job, hence the level of competency and awareness of the sample with respect to the topics
investigated by the study is very good. Fig. 5.3 provides a picture of the railway area in
which the interviewees work, and what railways applications they are interested in. The
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Fig. 5.1. Respondents by geographical regions (left) and areas where their organisations
operate (right)

Fig. 5.2. Type of organisation (left) and number of employees (right)

Fig. 5.3. Respondent’s railway domains (left) and applications of interest (right)

latter question allowed for multiple choices (this is evident from the histogram on the right,
because the sum of the collected answers is greater than 60).
The pie chart shows that most of the suggested railway areas are explicitly covered by the
sample, one-third of the respondents answered their activity is cross-cutting several railway
domains and applications (over half of the interviewees said to be involved in innovation
and/or research); one-third of respondents are directly involved in signalling and train con-
trol, followed by timetable, planning and performance analysis (16.7%), rolling stock (11.7%)
and railway infrastructure (10%). Two areas have not been explicitly selected by the inter-
viewees: physical security and surveillance, and electrification, power supply and energy
management.
Some indications come from the distribution of the applications of interest. The survey data
reveal that currently the most attractive application areas are: i) autonomous train control
and supervision, ii) traffic planning and management. This result is not simply a conse-
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quence of the number of responders who are involved in related railway domains, as it might
seem from the data in the pie chart, in fact, more than 50% of respondents said they were
interested in these two areas. A further observation is that 10 interviewees said to be inter-
ested in revenue management, which currently seems not to be among the most investigated
applications of AI in railways.

5.3. Findings about Challenges

Our analysis of the survey data identifies some key points about the respondents’ sentiment
toward the main challenges to be faced for an effective adoption of AI techniques. The survey
mainly points out obstacles and milestones in order to understand what is the perception of
those who work and research in the field. The questionnaire asked the interviewees to rank
the obstacles proposed by a multiple choice question by assigning each obstacle a score on
a scale of 6 values from 0 (“the issue is not an obstacle”) to 5 (“the issue is blocking”). Fig.
5.4 visualises the rankings, whereas the table in Fig. 5.5 reports detailed results and help to
understand what is the weight of the various obstacles according to the respondents. The
average values in the tables have been calculated by shifting the score values to be in the
range [1,6]. All the tables are ordered according to the value of the average of the scores.

Fig. 5.4. Ranking obstacles to the adoption of AI in railways

Two facts emerge at first glance:
• All proposed obstacles were considered relevant, in fact, the average score value

is always greater than 3 on a scale of 1 to 6;
• Safety, dependability and trustworthiness concerns are perceived as the most

blocking factor by the survey sample, as the related item has both the highest av-
erage score (4.39) and the highest number of respondents (20) who awarded this
obstacle with the maximum score.

The analysis has been conducted also dividing the sample into two focus groups includ-
ing respondents from research institutes and railway organisations, respectively. If we
compare the answers from the two groups, two different perspectives emerge (Fig. 5.6).
On average, the lack of proper datasets for training the AI models is the most important factor
from the railway respondents’ perspective, followed by the need for specific standards and
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Fig. 5.5. Obstacle weights

Fig. 5.6. Comparison between the two focus groups

regulations. Nonetheless, safety, dependability and trustworthiness is still the issue which
obtained the highest number of maximum score (12), hence perceived as the most urgent
to be faced together with the insufficient level of digitalisation in railways.
The questionnaire also asked the respondents to give indications about further obstacles,
not included in the proposed set. A discussion of results also including this feedback is pro-
vided in the next subsections, where open issues are discussed separately with respect to: i)
practical and infrastructural aspects (e.g., datasets, digitalisation, knowledge), ii) regulatory
and methodological aspects (e.g., standards, privacy, guidelines), and iii) main milestones.

5.3.1. Practical issues

Figure 5.7 shows the comparison between the answers of the two focus groups to the multi-
ple choice questions restricted to the practical obstacles that are currently limiting or slowing
the integration of AI-based solutions in the railway sector. Therefore, Fig. 5.7 reports an
excerpt from the table in Fig. 5.6 to focus on specific aspects related to practical obstacles.
The ranking based on the average score is identical. Among the practical issues, the lack
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of proper datasets for training the AI models is the main obstacle for both the groups,
immediately followed by an insufficient level of digitalisation of railways. Nonetheless,
the need for digitalisation is perceived slightly more blocking by the respondents belonging
to railway organisations, seeing at the number of respondents who selected the maximum
score. In addition, their point of view also appears to be more diversified with respect to the
respondents from the research institutes.

Fig. 5.7. Practical issues to overcome (excerpt from the table in Fig. 5.6)

5.3.2. Regulatory and methodological issues

The two focus groups have different visions and attitudes towards the regulatory and
methodological issues.
Fig. 5.8 reports an excerpt from the table in Fig. 5.6 to focus on these specific aspects: it
shows that the ranking based on the average is quite different in the two cases.
On average, the main obstacle for the respondents from the railway organisations is
the lack of specific standards and regulations, but safety, dependability and trust-
worthiness concerns are the most blocking issue. The need for guidelines, privacy and
confidentiality concerns have almost the same importance after the first two places in this
ranking.
Safety, dependability and trustworthiness concerns are instead the first issue for the
respondents from the research institutes, both on average score and number of maxi-
mum score collected. The second place in this ranking goes to privacy and confidentiality
concerns that instead is last in the ranking of the other focus group.

5.3.3. Key milestones

The histogram in Fig. 5.9 visualises the relevance of the milestones suggested by the re-
lated open-choice question according to the survey sample. At first glance, the most rele-
vant milestone is an in-depth study on the development and applicability of explainable and
trustworthy AI approaches, followed by the creation of cross-sector working groups on AI in
critical systems to discuss, share and learn from other sectors.
The table in Fig. 5.10 reports the general ranking of the proposed milestones; here, as for
all the tables in this chapter, the average values have been calculated in the range [1,6] and
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Fig. 5.8. Regulatory and organisational issues to address (excerpt from the table in Fig.5.6)

Fig. 5.9. Milestones towards AI integration

all the rows have been ordered according to these averages. The numbers show that the
choice was very difficult: the values of the averages are all very close and greater than 4.
From this table (Fig. 5.10), it is evident that on average the most relevant milestone is
the creation of technical infrastructures at the European level for sharing data and
knowledge, followed by the study on the development and applicability of explainable
and trustworthy AI approaches.
Data reported in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 say that this ranking is confirmed by the two focus
groups separately.

5.3.4. Trustworthy AI

Only 12 people of the interviewed sample are aware of trustworthy AI. From the received
answers, some of them are aware of approaches in other relevant sectors (such as Environ-
mental Science, Energy, or customers’ sector), but some others are focusing their attention
on the initiatives in critical systems. As an example, the DEEL project1 is cited in the an-
swers since it aims at dependable, robust, explainable and certifiable artificial intelligence
technological bricks applied to critical systems, involving both industrial and academic part-

1https://www.deel.ai/
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Fig. 5.10. Milestones ranking

Fig. 5.11. Milestones ranking: railways focus group

Fig. 5.12. Milestones ranking: research focus group

ners. Other answers cited the standard ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42, which has the objective of
providing standardisation in the area of Artificial Intelligence, also providing a practical guide
to JTC 1, IEC, and ISO committees developing Artificial Intelligence applications.
Among the tangible approaches, prescriptive maintenance, knowledge-based scheduling
and dispatch systems, anonymization algorithms, online risk calculation and risk drive con-
trol represent the cited applications; Federating learning, causal models and Bayesian Net-
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work were the techniques employed.

5.4. Findings about the State-of-Practice

5.4.1. Interesting rail applications for AI usage

Fig. 5.13. AI application ranking

Fig. 5.14. AI application ranking: railways focus group

The histogram in Fig. 5.13 reports the interest for AI usage in rail applications. Results con-
firm a high interest in scheduling and planning optimisation, predictive maintenance and de-
cision support systems, with more than 40 preferences of interviewed people. Autonomous
driving also raises a strong interest, followed by multi-sensor information fusion, obstacle
detection, computer vision, signal detection and intelligent security monitoring and surveil-
lance. In the last places are positioned natural language processing and audio processing
and acoustic event detection.
This trend is confirmed with the attention on the railway focus group (Fig. 5.14). By focusing
on the research focus group (Fig. 5.15) the trend is slightly different. In fact, the highest
interest of interviewed researchers is on decision support systems, as well as there is no
difference among autonomous driving, obstacle detection, computer vision and multi-sensor
information fusion. Intelligent security monitoring and surveillance, at last, collect a reduced
interest.
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Fig. 5.15. AI application ranking: research focus group

5.4.2. AI techniques, models and supporting tools used in practice

Fig. 5.16. AI techniques ranking

With respect to AI techniques currently used in practice, Fig. 5.16 depicts the related his-
togram. As expected, Machine Learning is the most diffused technique with more than
40 preferences. Evolutionary algorithms and Logic Programming represent also quite
widespread techniques with more than 20 preferences, followed by Probabilistic Learning
with 16 preferences. Swarm Intelligence received 7 preferences.

Fig. 5.17. AI techniques ranking: railway focus group

By restricting the focus both on the railway (Fig. 5.17) and on the research focus groups
(Fig. 5.18), the trend is almost confirmed.
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Fig. 5.18. AI techniques ranking: research focus group

Fig. 5.19. Learning Paradigms ranking

Fig. 5.20. Learning Paradigms ranking: railway focus group

With respect to the learning paradigms in Machine Learning, the histogram depicted in Fig.
5.19 highlights that the supervised paradigm is surely the most adopted, while the self-
supervised is the least one. It is worth noting that for 21 responders the question is not
applicable since they do not personally use Machine Learning.

Fig. 5.21. Learning Paradigms ranking: research focus group

Also in this case, there is no substantial difference between the railway and the research fo-
cus groups, with the exception of the semi-supervised paradigm, which is not widely diffused
among the interviewed researchers.
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Fig. 5.22. Deep Learning specific architecture ranking

Fig. 5.23. Deep Learning specific architecture ranking: railway focus group

Fig. 5.24. Deep Learning specific architecture ranking: research focus group

Focusing on Deep Learning, Fig. 5.22 shows that the general preference is the usage of the
Convolutional Neural Network specific architecture. The restriction to railway and research
focus groups confirm this choice. Moreover, Generative Adversarial Network seems to be
more used by researchers, to the detriment of LSTM-GRU. Also in this case, it is worth noting
that 31 respondents considered the question not applicable since they do not personally use
Deep Learning.

Fig. 5.25. Tools/Framework ranking
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Fig. 5.26. Tools/Framework ranking: railway focus group

Fig. 5.27. Tools/Framework ranking: research focus group

The histogram in Fig. 5.25 demonstrates that MATLAB and TensorFlow represent the most
used frameworks supporting AI applications. The result is similar restricting to the two con-
sidered focus groups (Fig. 5.26 and Fig. 5.27). With respect to the interviewed sample,
Caffe is used only in the industrial setting and not by researchers.

5.4.3. Data acquisition and management

Fig. 5.28. Dataset ranking

With respect to the data acquisition step, the histogram in Fig. 5.28 highlights that both
external and internal datasets are used. In fact, the most selected options are external and
publicly available and internal and confidential but available on request. Moreover, also a
relevant number of internal and unavailable datasets are present.

Fig. 5.29. Dataset ranking: railway focus group
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Fig. 5.30. Dataset ranking: research focus group

By restricting the analysis to railway and research focus groups, it appears a situation in
which railway organisations are producing datasets, but not all of them can be shared with
external researchers (Fig. 5.29). On the contrary, researchers are relying on both external
and publicly available datasets, as well as on internal and confidential ones, available on
request (Fig. 5.30). Even if Non-Disclosure Agreement seems to be a valid means for railway
organisations, researchers are not widely using this way to obtain datasets. Finally, from the
answers of the two focus groups, we can conclude that some research organisations also
produce their own (”internal”) datasets that are not made available for external use.
The most employed approach for data labelling is the manual one (Fig. 5.31). Comparing
the ratio of the related answers from the two focus groups, automatic labelling seems to be
more used in research than in industrial settings (see Fig. 5.33 and 5.32).

Fig. 5.31. Data labelling ranking

Fig. 5.32. Data labelling ranking: railway focus group

Fig. 5.33. Data labelling ranking: research focus group

At last, with respect to the effort to generate and maintain the dataset, the histograms in Fig.
5.34 confirm that the perceived effort is higher in generating than maintaining the dataset.
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Fig. 5.34. Dataset management effort ranking

By focusing on the two considered groups, it is possible to verify that research institutes
perceive the effort (in both generating and maintaining datasets) as higher than railway or-
ganisations.

Fig. 5.35. Dataset management effort ranking: focus groups

In conclusion, the AI maturity level is considered medium. In fact, the histogram in Fig. 5.36
has a mean value related to a technical maturity between 2 and 3. Moreover, even if 5
interviewed people still consider AI as completely immature, no one considers AI techniques
as fully mature and immediately applicable.

Fig. 5.36. AI maturity ranking

Restricting the attention to the two considered focus groups, it seems that railway organisa-
tions perceive AI as more mature than research institutes, which are slightly more cautious
in considering AI techniques applicable in the short term. However, among railway organi-
sations, there is a limited slice of people who consider AI techniques completely immature.
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Fig. 5.37. AI maturity ranking: focus groups

5.5. Concluding remarks from the survey

With respect to the research questions introduced in Section 5.1, we report here some
concluding remarks.
AI is largely adopted in current rail applications, with a specific focus on traffic and mainte-
nance optimisation as well as in decision-support systems. Moreover, railway organisations
(more than research institutes) are experiencing AI in autonomous driving and obstacle de-
tection systems.
Among the set of techniques, as expected, Machine Learning is widely used both in rail-
way organisations and in research, with the adoption of the supervised learning paradigm.
Among the tools and frameworks supporting AI, MATLAB and TensorFlow are those widely
used both in railway organisations and in research institutes.
About the data management, both the groups agree on considering the generation as re-
quiring a greater effort than maintaining the datasets. On the other side, the data labelling
activity is conducted mainly manually. Automatic labelling is also quite employed in research
institutes.
As stated before, safety, dependability and trustworthiness concerns are perceived as the
most blocking factors, even if all the proposed obstacles are considered as relevant for the
effective adoption of AI in railways.
Among the practical issues, the lack of appropriate datasets for training the models is per-
ceived as the main obstacle, followed by the insufficient level of digitalisation in railways.
All the suggested key milestones are considered relevant, particularly the creation of techni-
cal infrastructures at the European level for sharing data and knowledge is requested by all
the respondents.
At last, the perceived technical maturity of AI approaches in railways is reassuring: both
railway organisations and research institutes consider AI not fully mature, but not so far from
reaching a sufficient maturity level.
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6. Artificial Intelligence meets Railways

Chapters 4 and 5 provide an overview of relevant problems in the railway domains that can
(or could) be addressed (even partially) by means of AI. Fig. 6.1 briefly reports the problems
collected from the analysis of the current state-of-the-art, while Fig. 6.2 shows additional
problems that arose mainly from the feedback provided by the RAILS advisory board and
from the received surveys.
Before going ahead and analysing the railway relevant problems for AI, let us spend few
words about Revenue Management. Fig. 6.1 shows that almost no research work investi-
gated the application of AI techniques in this railway domain. From one hand, this is not that
surprising because we have found that railway Revenue Management is not very addressed
in the scientific literature in general, contrary to what happens instead for airlines or for hotel
industry. This has been already pointed out in past survey works (e.g., see [64]) and the
situation does not appear to have changed significantly since then. Limiting the discussion
to the comparison with air transport, our opinion is that the research in that field has been
driven by the extreme necessity of the airline companies to remain competitive on the mar-
ket and maximise their revenues. Therefore, airline companies not only need to predict how
many people will travel from point A to point B in given time slots and time periods, but they
also have to monetarily enhance every single seat, by introducing personalised services and
customised fares. AI-based pricing and promotion can greatly help these companies to meet
their goals.

Fig. 6.1. Set of problems collected from the analysis of the current state-of-the-art sorted by
the number of found papers investigating them.

As described in RAILS Deliverable D1.1, the term AI is used to identify a broad domain
encompassing research fields, techniques and applications [3]. In recent years, AI has been
applying to a wide set of problems and domains, including applications to industry (above all
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Fig. 6.2. Set of problems/needs as arose from the the feedback provided by the RAILS
advisory board and from the received surveys

agri-food [65] and manufacturing [66]) and transport systems [67]. This has been possible
since even very different domains usually have to deal with problems related to the same
set of families. Indeed, problems to be addressed can be clustered based on the type of
data, the required computational efficiency, the desired goal (e.g. detection, classification,
etc.) and so on.

Thus, once railway relevant problems have been identified, it is possible to “navigate” the
clusters previously defined to find the set of approaches that are worth to be explored.
Despite this is expected to produce maps with elements matching more than one possibility,
it can still be very useful by allowing for simpler identification of AI techniques suitable
for the problem under analysis. For example, considering the problem of detecting the
operational status of a level crossing barrier using videos acquired by security cameras, the
aforementioned procedure could suggest the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
to process the video/images and a Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) architecture for the
audio alarm detection.

This chapter aims at providing support for this decision-making process, by i) clustering
the problems declared relevant for the railway domain and then ii) by proposing a set of
guidelines to help in determining a suitable set of AI techniques to be explored to solve
the problem under analysis. It is important to note that this chapter is not intended to be
exhaustive, nor pretends to be the definitive manual for AI applications. Instead, it has been
strongly tailored and built based on the problems marked as relevant for the railway domains.
This must always be taken into account while reading it.

6.1. Problems relevant to railways

In chapter 4 we recalled the problems deemed relevant for the railway domains, as emerged
from the analysed sources, while in chapter 5 we analysed the problems marked as
important as emerged from the surveys. To define a set of guidelines for the choice of
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the AI approach to be used (section 6.2), we will subdivide the relevant Railway problems
according to the railway sub-domains recalled in section 4.1, before matching them to some
crucial aspects as emerged from the analysis of sources. It is also important to highlight
that we also include some problems not yet faced in any scientific papers, but resulted to
be relevant from the survey analysis. However, in this case, we were able to consider only
those problems for which enough information, such as desired goal and data used (defined
below), was delivered. Moreover, problems are gathered based on their primary application
although, in some cases, they could be referred to two or more sub-domains (e.g. obstacle
detection on tracks involves both safety and autonomous driving aspects).

Once the railway relevant problems have been clustered, the next step toward the design of
a set of AI usage guidelines is their analysis under some different aspects. To this aim, the
following three tables match each of the so identified railway problems with the sub-element
of the following three aspects:

• the Desired Goal, namely the pursued aim (e.g. classification of samples, results
reporting, optimisation of limited resources, etc.);

• the Type of Data used in that problem (e.g. images, text, raw signals, etc.);
• the required Responsiveness level, intended as the time constraints the selected ap-

proach have to stick with while solving the problem. This level ranges from Low (i.e.
there are no time constraints and the task can be performed off-line) to High (i.e. the
task must be managed in an on-line fashion by processing data as soon as they arrive).

It is worth noting that while the following tables encompass all the problems shown in Fig.
6.1 and Fig. 6.2, a few problems have been grouped into a single row in two main cases:
i) different (but strongly related) problems having the same goal, considering the same type
of data and subject to the same time constraints; ii) problems were separately highlighted
during the SOTA/project analysis and the surveys/hints from the advisory board, but that can
be grouped under the same topic (e.g. “obstacle detection” from the SOTA and “obstacle
trajectory detection” form the survey have been grouped under “obstacle detection & avoid-
ance”). An X mark in the table indicates that at least one match has been found in the cited
sources between the corresponding railway problem (on rows) and aspect (on columns). For
example, referring to table 6.1, the X mark in the cell connecting fault diagnosis and classi-
fication indicates that we found at least one paper or survey pursuing (or needing to pursue
in the latter case) that goal for that problem. This implies that the absence of a mark in a cell
only means that none of the analysed sources addressed that particular combination (i.e.
that combination may exist in other sources or domains, as well as it may be faced in the fu-
ture). Moreover, in table 6.3, the considered responsiveness level is based on the analysed
sources only, and not on how the responsiveness level of that problem is commonly per-
ceived. Finally, it is worth noting that problems coming from the surveys and/or suggested
by the advisory board may not be explicitly associated with the desired goal, used data or
required responsiveness level. In these cases (marked with a *), the corresponding aspects
have been speculated based on our experience.
The analysis of the reported tables allows to catch some interesting trends about the means
and approaches adopted in the use of AI in the railway domain. Table 6.1 highlights that
classification is the most common task, followed by regression and clustering. In particular,
going at a sub-domain level, the table shows that “maintenance and inspection” problems
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Desired Goal

Railway sub-domains Railway problems Classification Regression Clustering Reporting Optimization

Maintenance and Inspection

Fault diagnosis/prediction x x
Infrastructures & vehicles
health monitoring

x x x

Defect detection/prediction x
Preventive maintenance
scheduling and planning

x x x

Safety and Security

Hazards prediction, detection &
consequences analysis

x x x x

On-board/Station Surveillance x x x
Anomaly detection x x
Block occupancy detection x
Environment monitoring x x
Risk management & assessment x x x x

Autonomous Driving & Control

Energy optimisation x x
Obstacle Detection & Avoidance x
Signal detection and recognition x
Smart signalling * x x x x x
Verification and Validation of ITS x

Traffic Planning & Management

Delay patterns analysis/prediction x x
Routing, Scheduling
and Shunting optimisation

x

Disruption handling & re-routing x x
Marshalling operations optimisation x x
Network and capacity planning * x x
Stations & warehouses location * x

Passenger Mobility

Flow prediction & crowd analysis x x x
Passenger choice & demand
estimation *

x x

Alternative routes suggestion * x
Satisfaction evaluation x

Table 6.1: Railway relevant problems matched with the desired goal.

are more classification-oriented, while “safety and security” ones are more uniform between
the three main tasks. The former mostly focus on the detection of elements not properly
working, but also includes regression-oriented applications (such as the estimation of the
remaining useful life of a system); similarly, the latter also includes the regressive prediction
of possible accidents and clustering approaches (to identify, for instance, active deforma-
tion areas, as in MOMIT [31]). As opposed to these two sub-domains, the “traffic planning
and management” main goal is to optimise a given service, such as train punctuality, ca-
pacity, marshalling operations, and so on. The latter example deserve a deeper analysis,
as classification-oriented computer vision applications (e.g. through Intelligent Video Gates
[46]) proved to be useful to identify incoming vehicles, speeding up yards operations. Moving
to “autonomous driving and control” sub-domain, beside the outlier Verification and Valida-
tion problem involving reporting, it is evident the predominance of classification and regres-
sive tasks. Indeed, computer vision has been (or is planned to be) adopted to deal with
obstacle detection/avoidance and signal recognition tasks in a classification-oriented fash-
ion, as emerged from the advisory board and from some S2R projects, such as SMART I
[35] and II [36], GoSAFE RAIL [32]. Nonetheless, it is also worth to note that smart signalling
domain is quite broad, with applications oriented to regression, as well as to clustering, re-
porting and optimisation. Focusing on this latter aspect, energy optimisation is an hot topic
aiming, among the other purposes, to optimise the vehicles’ speed profile (e.g. OPEUS [47],
IN2DREAMS [43], and other research papers [68, 69]). Finally, “passenger mobility” does
not really show a trend, with applications ranging from passengers flow regressive predic-
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Type of Data

Railway sub-domains Railway problems Tabular Image/Video Audio Signal Text

Maintenance and Inspection

Fault diagnosis/prediction x x x x
Infrastructures & vehicles
health monitoring

x x

Defect detection/prediction x x x x x
Preventive maintenance
scheduling and planning

x x

Safety and Security

Hazards prediction, detection &
consequences analysis

x x x x x

On-board/Station Surveillance x x
Anomaly detection x x
Block occupancy detection x x
Environment monitoring x x
Risk management & assessment x

Autonomous Driving & Control

Energy optimisation x
Obstacle Detection & Avoidance x
Signal detection and recognition x
Smart signalling * x x x x
Verification and Validation of ITS

Traffic Planning & Management

Delay patterns analysis/prediction x
Routing, Scheduling
and Shunting optimisation

x

Disruption handling & re-routing x
Marshalling operations optimisation x x
Network and capacity planning * x
Stations & warehouses location * x

Passenger Mobility

Flow prediction & crowd analysis x x x
Passenger choice & demand
estimation *

x

Alternative routes suggestion * x
Satisfaction evaluation x

Table 6.2: Railway relevant problems matched with the used type of data.

tion (e.g. [70, 71]), to passengers clustering (e.g. My-TRAC [48]) and optimal alternative
passengers route suggestion (as from the survey).
Focusing on Table 6.2, it is clear that tabular datasets (i.e. consisting of structured data,
organised in features) are the most exploited within railway sub-domains. Nonetheless,
there are some goals related to specific problems that benefit, or are completely based
on, other kinds of data. Glaring examples are computer vision-based applications, requir-
ing image/video data, as well as surveillance applications, which may also leverage audio
data. Similarly, signal data may represent an added value in some maintenance or safety
problems, such as track circuit or switches fault prediction/diagnosis or rail track occupancy
detection. Lastly, text data can be useful to face very vertical problems, like those involving
fault log analysis for maintenance purposes or the classification of the reports content for
accidents prediction/characterisation.
Last, Table 6.3 report a conceptual classification of the identified problems based on the
required level of responsiveness. Traditionally, “maintenance and inspection” activities are
performed on a scheduled base (e.g. during the night), thus not requiring real-time per-
formance (i.e. an high responsiveness level). On a similar line, “traffic planning and man-
agement” as well as “passenger mobility” applications do not usually require high respon-
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Responsiveness

Railway sub-domains Railway problems Low Medium High

Maintenance and Inspection

Fault diagnosis/prediction x
Infrastructures & vehicles
health monitoring

x

Defect detection/prediction x
Preventive maintenance
scheduling and planning

x

Safety and Security

Hazards prediction, detection &
consequences analysis

x x x

On-board/Station Surveillance x
Anomaly detection x
Block occupancy detection x
Environment monitoring x x
Risk management & assessment x

Autonomous Driving & Control

Energy optimisation x
Obstacle Detection & Avoidance x
Signal detection and recognition x
Smart signalling * x
Verification and Validation of ITS x

Traffic Planning & Management

Delay patterns analysis/prediction x
Routing, Scheduling
and Shunting optimisation

x

Disruption handling & re-routing x
Marshalling operations optimisation x
Network and capacity planning * x
Stations & warehouses location * x

Passenger Mobility

Flow prediction & crowd analysis x x
Passenger choice & demand
estimation *

x

Alternative routes suggestion * x
Satisfaction evaluation x

Table 6.3: Railway relevant problems matched with the task responsiveness.

siveness levels, as are commonly tasks performed long before their need. Two important
exceptions are represented by “disruption handling & re-routing” and “marshalling opera-
tions”, requiring solutions that must be provided as soon as possible to avoid, or minimise,
severe delays. Finally, “safety and security” and “autonomous driving and control” deserve a
different analysis, as they gather sensitive problems which are commonly solved by human
operators, supported by IT systems. Indeed, despite applications like obstacle avoidance,
signal recognition, hazards detection, surveillance, block occupancy detection are becoming
more and more autonomous, the risk associated with them is so high that (almost) always
require to have the final leave from a human. Thus, given the need to provide a suited and
effective support, these task are commonly required to be highly responsive, as they must
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be able to adapt to dynamic and fast changes in the surrounding environment.

6.2. Basic AI Usage Guidelines

Choosing the most suitable way of using AI to analyse data requires experience and
expertise in both the railway and AI domains. This task is hardened by the fast-developing
of researches in AI that makes it really difficult to keep up with recent solutions and
proposals, even for AI experts. Thus, in this section, we report a set of guidelines intended
as “cheatsheets” to be used to support non-AI experts in this decision-making process.
To make them more user-friendly and fast to be queried, we release them in the form of
flowcharts, each focusing on a particular aspect of the problem under analysis. In these
charts, rhombus elements represent (mostly binary) choices, while rounded boxes represent
the suggested approach. According to the question placed within a rhombus element, it
is possible to navigate the chart moving on the line matching the desired answer until a
rounded box is reached. In the case the answers to a given question are both suited for
the considered problem, the flow-chart navigation can be repeated more than one time,
possibly obtaining different suggestions.

As these charts are based on the tables defined in the previous section, their exploration
guides the user toward very specific questions intended to highlight some crucial aspects
(e.g. the required interpretability level, the inference speed, the used type of data, etc.).
Their combined use should help to disentangle the problem into its underlying aspects,
providing suggestions for the approaches to be used. Despite we tried to cover all the
relevant aspects that emerged from our previous activities (summarised in Chapter 4),
this section must be considered just as an extremely simplified view about the use of AI
for data analysis proposes. Despite their intuitive structures, the realised charts may still
appear puzzling because of the compressed question. Therefore, we following describe the
reasoning behind some of the main considered branching points:

• the flowchart in Fig. 6.3 guides the reader towards the choice of a suitable Machine
Learning approach based on the desired goal (classification, regression, clustering,
reporting and optimisation). The branching questions are quite self-explanatory and
regard: the level of interpretability of the models, i.e. whether, and to what extent, the
decision making process adopted by the model should be intuitive for a human reader;
the desired training time, i.e. whether there are any constraints on the duration of the
training or not; data variability and noise; the number of clusters and their overlapping;
the type of the variables in an optimisation problem, whether discrete or continuous;
and so on. Some additional notes may be required for the classification and for
the regression parts. In the former case, the sentence “You can potentially use any
ML classification technique” is intentionally intended to be very generic, as the final
choice can be made by also analysing the other diagrams (e.g. the use of CNN if the
considered data allows for it). In the latter case, we focus only on the data behaviour
(i.e. how it varies) and not on its sources (e.g. time-varying process) as the reported
branches are general enough to cope with the problems that arose from the sources.

• the flowchart in Fig. 6.4 helps to choose a suitable algorithm based on the data
type. Here, it is important to properly define the meaning of the branching questions
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related to the feature extraction. First, there are cases in which it is not necessary to
extract features, for example when the problem under examination does not explicitly
requires interpretability; in this case, models with low interpretability (e.g. deep neural
networks) can be easily adopted. Second, even if features interpretability is required,
and thus it is mandatory to extract comprehensible features, it is not said that these
features are known apriori: therefore, the answer to the question “Do you know what
feature to extract?” might also be negative. In this case, it would be mandatory to
adopt models able to extract significant (or high quality) features, i.e. a group of
features that can be easily evaluated and understood by the experts of the domain in
which the ML model is working. Notably, domain experts might not be also AI experts,
but they are able to understand whether the ML model is considering the right set of
features to perform the inference; even if a model works properly, it is not said that it
is considering the “right” set of features, i.e. those that are effectively significant for a
given problem.

• the flowchart in Fig. 6.5 provides some hints on how to select algorithms depending on
the available hardware. As a general remark, these guidelines may help to individuate
a suitable solution but, it is not said that others would not work as well.

The combination of these three high-level guidelines should help in indicating the first AI
models to consider. Nonetheless, they should be supported by others trial-and-error based
experiments because, as widely accepted in the AI domain, it is not possible to select in
advance the best solution. As for the tables defined in the previous section, these guidelines
represent a first draft and synthesis based on the knowledge acquired so far within the
RAILS project and will be extended and/or modified as new information, discoveries, needs
and solutions arise.
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Fig. 6.3. Flow chart to support the choice of ML model based on the desired goal.
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Fig. 6.4. Flow chart to support the choice of ML model based on the type of data.
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Fig. 6.5. Flow chart to support the choice of ML model based on the required
responsiveness level the of problem to be addressed.
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7. Application Areas

The objective of this document is to analyse the results of the activities performed in WP1
and derive the railway areas which could benefit from the application of AI techniques. Down-
stream of the synthesis and analysis of such results performed in the previous chapters, we
have obtained a high-level view of the main railway problems that researchers and enter-
prises are tackling still nowadays or that they would be interested to address by AI-based
solutions. Fig. 7.1 shows a comprehensive picture of such problems clustered by railway
sub-domains.

Fig. 7.1. Railway Problems to investigate by AI approaches.

As mentioned in section 6.1, even though our initial perspective involved well-separated
railway sub-domains, delineated by strict boundaries, some of the railway problems resulted
to belong to more than one sub-domain, e.g. obstacle detection/avoidance involves
both safety and security and autonomous driving aspects. These kinds of problems are
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characterised by a fading colour in Fig. 7.1.

Current railway problems encompass:
• Defect detection and prediction of different kinds of assets including rail tracks, in-

frastructures (e.g. bridges, tunnels), the pantograph and catenary system, and rolling
stocks (e.g. car-bodies, bogies);

• Fault diagnosis and prediction for systems such as railway turnouts, track circuits, and
wayside and on-board equipment;

• Condition-based, data-driven maintenance and health monitoring for different kinds of
assets and systems as those listed above and other scenarios such as level crossings;

• Scheduling and planning of maintenance activities in a predictive manner also to opti-
mally plan and manage the railway traffic;

• Optimised train dispatching, re-routing, scheduling, timetabling, shunting, and path
selection;

• Train delays pattern analysis and prediction;
• Optimised planning for network traffic and capacity;
• Optimised marshalling yards operation scheduling;
• Disruption handling, which includes: disruption forecasting for optimised train

rescheduling, and high responsiveness to provide passengers with new suitable
routes;

• Passenger flow prediction and crowd analysis;
• Customers satisfaction evaluation and choice/demand estimation which may also be

exploited to propose new marketing strategies;
• Risk management and assessment, accidents detection and consequence analysis,

as well as hazard/accidents predictions including derailments;
• Anomaly detection both in IT systems and in the environment, monitoring the surround-

ings of the tracks to detect possible earth anomalies and predict land-slides;
• On-board and railway station surveillance;
• Block occupancy detection and smart/intelligent vehicles localisation on tracks, which

may also be seen as an aspect of smart signalling for autonomous trains;
• Obstacle detection and trajectory estimation as well as signal detection and recogni-

tion;
• Smart Verification & Validation of Intelligent Transport Systems;
• Adaptive Automatic Train Operation (ATO), including the optimisation of driving profiles

to reduce energy consumption;
• Route and rail alignment design, as well as optimised stations allocation;

The picture that emerges from the state-of-the-art carried out in WP1 shows that since 2014
there has been an exponential growth of works and research activities that address the
usage of AI dealing with many of the railway problems listed above: a great effort has been
made so far, in particular in the maintenance field, but there is no framework within which
these research and experimental activities can be fully exploited. On the other hand, all
railway stakeholders have shown great interest in adopting AI to tackle these problems, but
raised different concerns about the concrete possibilities to develop AI-based solutions.
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All the identified railway problems are worth investigating. In the next sections, we try to draw
some general indications from this analysis focusing on: 1) issues that seem to be urgent
in order to enable a fast take-up of AI in railways; 2) AI application areas that could provide
great benefits due to their maturity level or their immediate impact on users and workers
safety; 3) AI application areas that may open new promising directions. In this chapter,
we cannot analyse all the railway problems falling in these three categories, but we’ll focus
on some of them, according to the results of the analysis. The next research activities of
the project will focus on a sub-set of problems selected among the ones discussed in the
following.

7.1. Urgent Issues

In deliverable [5], we highlighted some promising future directions taking into account the
shortcomings related to both the AI and the rail sector. The whole picture has not changed
so much; actually, both results from the survey and hints from the advisory board confirmed
some of the points. Anyway, the lack of regulations and of standardised certification pro-
cesses for AI-based system assessment and validation remains one of the most blocking
issues in the railways. On the same level, data unavailability/privatisation is a cross-domain
issue, that is not helping the AI evolution. However, besides these and other AI-related
challenges that we have already discussed in this document and in [5], some interesting
application areas came out regarding the railway scenario.
As already mentioned in the introduction of this section, we have classified the application
areas according to three criteria that can be summed up in three words: urgency, impact
and potential. Specifically, a topic is considered urgent if the success of the development
of AI integration in the rail sector heavily depends on it, and/or if the application of those AI
solutions may substantially contribute to safety (e.g., by helping to identify hazards or avoid
accidents). Therefore, here we use the word ”issue” to indicate an important topic or problem
for investigation. As such, the main issues that need to be urgently addressed are:

• The Data Problem;
• The need for Standards and Regulations;
• The relationship between Safety and Trustworthy AI;
• AI and Risk Assessment.

The Data Problem It is widely accepted that data quality and availability are among the
main challenges in characterising AI models. Even though the unavailability of data has
been overcome in some scenarios by introducing distributed IoT sensors and intelligent
equipment, the ever-growing (real-time) volume of data they produce might not be qualita-
tively acceptable. Collecting brand-new and high-quality data in practical scenarios could
help to improve existing models and hence to yield a better performance without any other
complementary resources. Nevertheless, not all of these collected data can be perfectly
compatible with a given task. As emerged from the survey, such an issue is further com-
pacted by the variation of the data: long-term analysis should be carried out to plan and
schedule suitable data acquisition processes and not to run into inconsistent and deceptive
data over a long period of time. The data collection format may also change over time and,
in addition, it is not trivial to combine data coming from different sources, especially legacy
devices or different providers. In this direction, standardisation might be useful: different on-
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tologies are actually used to describe the same scenarios, especially if hand-written reports
are involved; the adaptive process to make them consistent is tricky and time-consuming.
In such cases, proper data management and filtering strategies are essential to achieve
acceptable results.
On the other hand, there are cases where the percentage of severe delay/abnormal events
is significantly less than the normal condition samples, which has hindered the railway schol-
ars or experts board to study sufficient knowledge from these data. There is plenty of situ-
ations where obtaining certain types of data is not easy; for example, accidents or failures
of safety-critical systems, or quite impossible when it comes to rare events. To address this
limited data issue, the most commonly used procedures include: i) digital models or digi-
tal twins to generate synthetic data; ii) data augmentation methods to generate them
starting from those already available (e.g. Data Augmentation Generative Adversarial
Networks (DAGAN) [72]); iii) Transfer Learning approaches [73] to achieve good perfor-
mance even on “small” datasets by reusing the knowledge acquired in other domains
or tasks.These procedures face the problem of lack of data from different perspectives: the
first two approaches aim at generating new artificial data (i.e. crafted by an algorithm and
not acquired by a sensor) by leveraging a digital model of the entity under analysis or by
exploiting the ability of ANN to recognise patterns; the third approach uses a pre-trained
model (sometimes trained on a very different task) to exploit past experience to reduce the
amount of data needed to train the model.
As such approaches are quite effective when it comes to limited, it would be advisable to
move towards their investigation. Lastly, other issues may be related to confidentiality as in
some cases the privatisation of the railways has built barriers for data and knowledge shar-
ing. A possible solution lies in the adoption of new concepts like Federated Learning
(also known as collaborative learning) [74]: besides allowing to distribute the computational
load among different systems, it could be also exploited to process data locally at each
company’s environment and, therefore, bypass the problem of not being allowed to divulge
sensitive data and information; as an example in the railways, reference [75] investigated
the combination of blockchain and federated learning for intelligent control in heavy haul rail-
way. However, it is worth noting that such a strategy is not free from flip sides. Among all,
one of the most critical is associated with the risk of a malicious user reconstructing private
sensitive data, even when not directly shared with them [76].
The problem of data availability and management is so crucial that it should be answered by
structural solutions specifically tailored for the railway sector. Such solutions should envis-
age i) the definition of pilot case studies that can be configured as challenges for the scientific
and industrial communities, ii) the creation of benchmarks accessible to companies and re-
searchers, iii) the development of proper agreements among railways stakeholders to share
data, human and technological, iv) the allocation of resources dedicated to the development
of approaches to data generation and collection, v) the creation of an European infrastruc-
ture supporting data-driven AI projects built on the availability of the previous mentioned
elements. Different strategies could be chosen to set up such an infrastructure. A first step
in this direction can exploit easy and well assessed solutions to manage and share datasets
and AI models made available to the community involved in the research projects. On the
basis of the matured experience cutting edge technologies such as Distributed Ledger Tech-
nologies (DLTs) could be exploited to implement more sophisticated strategies and pursue
more ambitious objectives. With respect to DLTs, and in particular to Blockchain, one of the
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objective of the ongoing Shift2Rail project B4CM [77] is to identify and develop use cases
supporting the application of Blockchain in the railway sector.

The need for Standards and Regulations As from the survey findings on the challenges
(section 5.3), what concerns the most are safety, dependability, and trustworthiness aspects
that AI might not guarantee at this stage. At the same level, the lack of standards and
regulations also play an important role in the integration of AI. Actually, as also discussed
in section 4.7, steps have been taken towards new regulations by proposing a regulatory
framework for AI-based solutions [59] within the European Union very recently, and new
intentions are coming out to define standards for AI in railways. These could be extremely
useful also to delineate certification processes to assess, hopefully, the safety integrity level
(SIL) of AI systems based, among others, on the concepts of trustworthiness, accountability,
and interpretability. On the other hand, already existing regulations might have slowed the
integration of AI as they put limitations on data collection due to privacy concerns.
Contributions to the advancement in this area could come from the definition of pilot studies,
properly identified to be proposed as challenges to the research community and possibly
strictly related to Trustworthy and Explainable AI.

The relationship between Safety and Trustworthy AI Safety, dependability, and trust-
worthiness concerns are seen as the most blocking issues in the rail sector. In our under-
standing, although some frameworks to assess trustworthiness already exist [61], the lack
of regulations and standardised certification processes result in the impossibility to precisely
quantify the trustworthiness of an AI-based system, and thus its safety and dependable
characteristics. Not only Trustworthy AI encompasses legislative, ethical, and robustness
aspects [78], it is also strictly related to safety assessment. Some AI-based systems are de-
fined as black-boxes, i.e. their reasoning process is concealed and not evaluable; in addition,
in some cases, it is difficult to predict/assess their determinism as the output of the system
in response to the same input might vary when considering multiple trials under different
conditions. These aspects make AI systems poorly predisposed to be assessed through
“traditional” standards or procedures as not all the mechanisms are properly evaluable. To
increment transparency, it would be advisable to exploit Explainable AI (XAI) approaches to
make these systems more understandable, and thus analysable. Apparently, XAI has not
received many practical attentions in the rail sector yet, but these approaches may help to
facilitate the assessment process.
Some frameworks are being developed based on model-specific or model-agnostic tech-
niques. The former dealing with the inner working of specific models, the latter aiming
at explaining predictions of any models. Among others: SHAP1 dealing with deep learn-
ing models for image classification and image captioning and various NLP tasks; ELI52, a
Python package that may be used to debug machine learning classifiers and explain their
predictions; WIT3, developed by Google to understand the working of ML trained models;
AIX3604, an extensible open source toolkit developed by IBM research and SKATER5, en-

1https://shap.readthedocs.io/
2https://eli5.readthedocs.io/
3https://pair-code.github.io/what-if-tool/
4https://aix360.mybluemix.net/
5https://github.com/oracle/Skater
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abling Model Interpretation for all forms of models. The analysis and application of these
frameworks to railway pilot case studies is an important investigation direction.
Nevertheless, it would surely be not enough; even though safety assessments come from
the possibility to understand and objectively evaluate a system, well-defined procedures are
required to validate and certify AI-based models. As an example, the European Union Avia-
tion Safety Agency (EASA) and Deadalean have recently published (May 2021) a technical
report on “Concepts of Design Assurance for Neural Networks (CoDANN) II” [79] to ultimate
the definition of a W-shaped developing process to properly assess the usage of neural
networks in avionics by presenting a visual traffic detection system as a case study.
Lastly, what is also important is to properly validate data. In this context, tools such as the
TensorFlow Data Validation6 could be adopted to inspect and deeply analyse data (e.g. to
identify incorrect features).

AI and Risk Assessment Risk Assessment is a sub-topic of Safety and Security in our
classification (see Fig. 7.1). The introduction of data-driven risk assessment is a great op-
portunity for railways that should be urgently investigated as AI could give a relevant contri-
bution to safety improvement. In the context of risk analysis, it would be interesting to adopt
AI approaches to estimate the occurrence of the hazards and predict their consequences
within preliminary risk assessment and hazard analysis. Some findings from the state-of-the-
art [5] discussed the possibility to: combine the Fine-Kinney method and fuzzy rule-based
expert systems to quantitatively reveal risk clusters [80]; adopt fuzzy reasoning methods to
assess hazardous events and describe frequency, severity and probability of consequences
for each hazardous event [81]; and, implement Bayesian Network approaches to quanti-
tatively assess threats in the field of cybersecurity [2]. Additionally, concerns were raised
by the advisory board regarding the risk reduction at Level Crossings. Conceptually, these
can be classified as safety-critical systems and, consequently, procedures aiming to detect
and/or predict possible risks should be taken into consideration.

7.2. High Impact Areas

AI and maintenance. In the maintenance and inspection sub-domain, rail tracks, rolling
stocks, infrastructures and catenary systems have already received much attention. Some
of them were thoroughly investigated, and technologies such as drones, digital twins, and
IoT sensors have been proposed (or already exploited) in conjunction with AI solutions to
perform predictive/condition-based maintenance and health assets monitoring. However,
beyond the “classic” defect/fault detection and prediction, interests are raising towards
the estimation of the remaining useful life of systems belonging to the so-called safety-
critical scenarios. As emerged, the level crossing is one of these and would be interesting
to carry out researches in this direction as it also fits with the safety and security sub-domain.

AI and safety. Safety covers various topics and applications, among which particular con-
cerns have been raised towards hazardous events prediction and consequence analysis,
workers safety, safety at stations, and smart signalling and smart/adaptive Autonomous Train
Operation (ATO). Being high-level impact areas for AI in railway, particular attention should
be paid to these topics:

6https://github.com/tensorflow/data-validation
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• Hazardous events prediction and consequence analysis: As discussed in section 7.1,
there are some cases in which it is not trivial to collect data as the events of interest
rarely occur; moreover, it could be challenging to uniform reports coming from differ-
ent providers as they are often written considering different ontologies. The area of
accidents analysis and detection includes both limitations. Also, the prediction of such
kinds of hazards (e.g. derailments) is quite challenging and encompasses multiple
factors that, in many cases, are not predisposed to be predicted. One of the primary
stages for accident prediction/estimation is to extract useful knowledge from informa-
tive incident reports/logs. A suitable solution to uniform the different ontologies could
be to apply text mining approaches (e.g. NLP), as suggested by the advisory board,
to extract useful information such as frequency, distribution, and co-occurrence of the
accidents from the non-tabular hand-written or automatically generated reports. In ad-
dition, word embedding techniques (e.g. GloVe [82] and Word2Vec [83]) can be utilised
to explore the relationship between texts of accident reports and the actual cause of
adverse events.

• Workers safety: What is also interesting, as resulted from the project analysis (section
4.5) is the potential application of AI and IoT devices to increment safety in workplaces,
especially during maintenance inspections (e.g. [39]).

• Safety at stations: Similarly, some steps have already been taken towards the appli-
cation of computer vision approaches to increment safety at railway stations through
crowd analysis (e.g. [38]) and to detect fare evasion (e.g. [37]), or to predict fatalities
through ML approaches (e.g. Decision Trees [84]).

• Smart signalling and smart/adaptive Autonomous Train Operation (ATO): These
concepts refer also to the sub-domain of autonomous driving and control, for which
we have received a lot of interesting hints from the state-of-practice. There is a
growing interest in applying AI to localise train on tracks and then increment safety
and automation in the context of signalling systems; similarly, energy optimised driving
profiles and automatic wayside signals recognition/detection have shown to be of
interest for enterprises and scholars as they may allow adaptive and smart Automatic
Train Operations. Lastly, obstacle detection and their trajectory prediction also are
very interesting topics to investigate further; actually, useful connections between AI
and other technologies such as drones [35, 36] may represent a turning point in this
direction.

AI and traffic planning and management. Considering the sub-domain of traffic planning
and management, bio-inspired and deep learning techniques have been heavily incorpo-
rated in the process of decision making, such as crew scheduling and network planning,
which demonstrates a huge potential in solving railway optimisation problems among
large-scale and complex transport networks. Nevertheless, one of the inherent limitations of
biologically inspired approaches (e.g. Evolutionary Algorithms) is that an optimal solution is
not consequentially to be found every time. In other words, the overall outcomes of current
models can not be guaranteed and normally other exact optimisation methods are useful
benchmarks for measuring the algorithm’s performance. A promising trend for addressing
this limitation is to combine mathematical-based models with machine learning strategies
in future practical scenarios [85], and so-called AI-aided optimisation approaches would
receive extensive research interest from railway decision-makers. In addition, current works
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of conflict prediction and delay prediction mostly focus on how to dig out more potential
business benefits and how to reduce the revenue loss from the perspective of train operating
companies, rather than paying more attention to the impact analysis on the size and network
distribution of the time allowance and delay propagation. A more comprehensive evaluation
should be performed from the passenger-efficient perspective by combining passenger data
under large delay situations [86].

7.3. Uncharted and promising Areas

AI and passenger mobility. Existing researches for passenger mobility heavily laid on the
area of passengers flow estimation and prediction, no matter from a macro angle [87] or a
micro perspective [88]. However, practical experience shows that more efforts should be put
into the process of comprehending the characteristics for the effectiveness of a particular
feature—passenger behaviour has the nature of randomness and periodicity [89], and how
can the scholars essentially capture these features by employing some AI techniques (e.g.,
NLP and embeddings) are urgently needed to be further discussed among this sub-domain.

AI and revenue management. Revenue management could become an important topic
in the railway industry and shall obtain more attention in the coming years. In addition, as
already mentioned in Chapter 6, AI can be leveraged because of the newly available data.
For example, the airline industry is one of the industries on which most studies have been
done during the past decades, in order to analyse revenue maximisation. AI can be used
e.g. for ticket price prediction ([90]), or seat booking control ([91]).

AI, traffic signalling and dynamic route selection. The communication between the In-
frastructure Manager and Train Operating Companies is one of the core interactions in the
rail sector. Self-organising systems could be a potential solution for addressing possible
conflicts in this scenario. Specific Distributed AI applications might improve flexibility, capac-
ity, and resilience of the railway system as a mobility backbone, to accomplish an efficient
and demand-aware urban and interurban rail mobility growth. For example, reference [92]
explored a new paradigm for intelligent traffic signal control: “self-organising signals”, based
on dynamic coordination rules within a group of closely interacted agents and a simulation
test was conducted on arterial road corridors in the US. The result shows that overall de-
lay has been reduced significantly, therefore, it would be advisable to further investigate
the feasibility of transferring such paradigm to the railway signal system even rescheduling
problems. In addition, as also emerged from the survey, another solution for rescheduling
or route selection problems could lie in the adoption of Swarm Intelligence approaches (e.g.
PSO, ACO). In our understanding, trains would be seen as single entities communicating
with each other to achieve an optimal (or near-optimal) solution in the context of optimised
and dynamic route selection.
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8. Conclusions

This report has identified and described current and potential application areas for AI tech-
niques and methods across several railway sub-domains. At this level of abstraction, the
analysis does not distinguish explicitly between different type of railway systems (i.e., high
speed, commuter, freight, metro, etc.) because they mostly share similar basic principles
and infrastructures; however, the specific type of railway system should be taken into account
when dealing with some applications (e.g., intelligent obstacle detection may only work well
in low-speed applications or in light controlled environments such as subways/undergrounds.
Furthermore, this document has provided a synthesis of the results conducted in WP1
(“State-of-the-art of Artificial Intelligence in railway transport”) by focusing on the railway
problems that are currently being addressed using AI, or that could benefit from AI. The set
of railway problems identified in this report resulted from the scientific literature review and
the information provided by railway stakeholders, including project Advisory Board. More-
over, this document presented the main results of a survey on the challenges and state-
of-practice of AI applications in railways. As such, this report pushed a step further the
discussion of possible application areas, by providing an initial match between railway prob-
lems and AI techniques, and delineating some guidelines for their applications; actions are
also suggested that could be taken to cope with the challenges and obstacles to overcome
for effective adoption of AI in railways.
Some preliminary recommendations can be learned from the analysis conducted so far.
According to the findings of the survey, the three most blocking factors for the adoption of AI
in the rail sector are:

• Safety, dependability and trustworthiness concerns;
• The lack of proper datasets for training the AI models;
• The lack of specific standards and regulations.

These results, together with the indications derived from the current railway research and
the Advisory Board, suggest to:

• Appoint working groups to define pilot case studies/demonstrators to investigate the
effects of AI solutions on safety-related applications, with the aim of producing the
knowledge needed to drive standardisation. Challenges to the scientific and industry
communities could be posed to focus on selected systems/applications and objectives
(e.g., trustability, explainability, dependability, safety);

• Support specific actions for railway dataset generation and sharing, in order to feed
data-driven AI approaches developed in both academic and industrial research envi-
ronments. This may also include the definition of alliances/federations among relevant
stakeholders, as well as funding specific actions for data collection/generation, pro-
cessing and management;

• Support the development of data-driven approaches aiming at enhancing safety of
passengers and workers, such as data-driven risk assessment, accident prediction,
avoidance and analysis (e.g., collisions, fire, accidents at level crossings, derailments,
etc.).
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Appendix - Questionnaire

This Appendix reports the list of questions of the survey.

PART 1: Context and Background

In this part, questions are related to your organisation and your job.

1.1. How would you classify your organization?
◦ Governing Board of a Railway Joint Undertaking / Association
◦ Company developing turn-key railway transportation, control or signalling solu-

tions
◦ Infrastructure Manager
◦ Railway consultancy
◦ Supplier of components for railways
◦ Railway standardization or regulation body / agency
◦ University or research center
◦ Other (please specify...)

1.2. How many employees does your organization have?
◦ 0 - 100
◦ 100 - 1000
◦ over 1000

1.3. Where are you located?
◦ Europe
◦ Africa
◦ Asia
◦ Middle East
◦ Oceania
◦ North America
◦ South America

1.4. Where does your organization operate?
� Europe
� Africa
� Asia
� Middle East
� Oceania
� North America
� South America

1.5. Which of the following areas better represents the one in which you work?
� Research & Innovation
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� Engineering or product development
� Verification & Validation
� Test and Commissioning
� Operation
� Maintenance
� Infrastructure management
� Information Technology
� Physical security and surveillance
� Other (please specify...)

1.6. In which railway domain or application are you mainly involved?
◦ Rolling stock (train, vehicles, etc.)
◦ Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
◦ Electrification, power supply and energy management
◦ Signalling and train control
◦ Railway infrastructure (track, stations, etc.)
◦ Telecommunications
◦ Timetable planning and performance analysis
◦ Physical security and surveillance
◦ Ticketing and passenger information
◦ All railway domains and applications
◦ Other (please specify...)

1.7. Which of the following aspects are you interested in?
� Automatic train control
� Automatic train supervision
� Interlocking systems
� Maintenance and inspection
� Traffic planning and management
� Safety and security
� Passenger mobility
� Revenue management
� Transport policy
� Other (please specify...)

1.8. In your job, do you address AI applications to railways?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Partially
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PART 2: Challenges and Open Issues of AI in Railways

In this part, questions are related to your opinion about challenges and open issues of AI in
railways.

2.1. In your opinion, which are the main obstacles to the adoption of AI techniques in rail-
ways?
Please, rate your answer from 0 (the issue is not an obstacle) to 5 (the issue is block-
ing)

• Lack of knowledge and competences about AI
• Missing specific standards and regulations
• Lack of means to share knowledge among stakeholders
• Lack of training datasets for testing
• Privacy and confidentiality concerns
• Safety, dependability and trustworthiness concerns
• Insufficient level of digitalization in railways
• Lack of high-level design principles and guidelines

2.2. Do you think there are additional obstacles to the adoption of AI techniques in railways?
If yes, please, indicate them in the following.

2.3. In your opinion, which are the milestones towards the effective adoption of AI tech-
niques in railways?
Please, rate your answer from 0 (the milestone is not relevant) to 5 (the milestone is
very relevant)

• Exploitation of cloud and edge computing, including IoT, at the railway network
level to support data-driven approaches

• Creation of technical infrastructures at European level for sharing data and knowl-
edge (datasets, results, models, etc.)

• Establishment of European working groups in railway organizations specifically
addressing the cooperative design of AI approaches

• Creation of transversal working groups on AI in critical systems to discuss, share
and learn from other sectors

• Specific and in-depth study on the development and applicability of explainable
and trustworthy AI approaches

2.4. Do you think there are other milestones towards the effective adoption of AI techniques
in railways? If yes, please, indicate them in the following.

2.5. Are you aware of any approaches to “trustworthy AI” (where “trustworthy” also includes
”safe”, ”explainable”, “ethical”, etc.) in railways or other relevant sectors?
◦ Yes
◦ No

2.6. If you replied ”yes” to the previous question, please list the approaches to “trustworthy
AI” (where “trustworthy” also includes ”safe”, ”explainable”, “ethical”, etc.) you are
aware of in railways or other relevant sectors.
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2.7. Can you indicate one or more railway problems you would like to address by using AI
techniques? (i.e., specific problems such as catenary maintenance, track planning,
etc.)

PART 3: State of Practice

In this part, questions are related to the state of practice in your organization.

3.1. Which classes of AI techniques have you or your organization used?
� Machine Learning
� Probabilistic reasoning
� Evolutionary Algorithms
� Swarm Intelligence
� Logic Programming
� Other (please specify...)
� None
� Do not know / Unable to answer

3.2. Which specific AI models or algorithms have you used (e.g., Support Vector Machine,
Random Forest, Bayesian Network, Artificial Neural Network, etc.)?

3.3. If you have used Machine Learning, which type of learning paradigms have you or your
organization adopted?
� Supervised
� Unsupervised
� Semi-supervised
� Reinforcement
� Self-Supervised
� Other (please specify...)
� Not applicable

3.4. In case you are have used Deep Learning, can you please indicate, if any, the specific
architectures you have used?
� Convolutional Neural Network
� Graph Neural Network
� LSTM-GRU
� Autoencoder
� Generative Adversarial Network
� Other (please specify...)
� Not applicable

3.5. Which types of AI applications better match your interest in the coming years?
� Autonomous driving
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� Obstacle detection
� Signal detection
� Audio processing and acoustic event detection
� Computer vision
� Natural language processing
� Scheduling and planning optimization
� Predictive maintenance
� Multi-sensor information fusion
� Intelligent security monitoring and surveillance
� Decision support systems
� Other (please specify...)
� None
� Do not know / Unable to answer

3.6. Which software tool or framework supporting AI have you or your organization used?
� MATLAB
� Keras
� PyTorch
� TensorFlow
� SageMaster
� Watson
� Caffe
� Other (please specify...)
� None
� Do not know / Unable to answer

3.7. Considering the datasets you have used in your AI applications, how would you classify
them?
� External and publicly available
� External and available on request
� External and commercial/licensed
� Internal, but can be publicly disclosed
� Internal and confidential, but can be used by external researchers inside the or-

ganization’s labs (e.g, PhD students), for non-commercial use
� Internal, available to external researchers upon licensing and payment of fee
� Internal, available to external researchers on request, with free license for non-

commercial use and signature of NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement)
� Other (please specify...)
� Do not know / Unable to answer

3.8. How did you label data?
� Manually
� Automatically
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� Data was already labeled
� Not required by the used approach
� Other (please specify...)
� Do not know / Unable to answer

3.9. Can you rate the effort needed to generate / maintain the datasets?
Please, rate your answer from 0 (very low) to 5 (too high)

• Generate
• Maintain

3.10. Please justify the rate expressed in the previous question

3.11. In your opinion, how important is it for you or your organization to get research funding
on future AI applications in railways?
Please, rate your answer from 0 (not important at all) to 5 (extremely important)

3.12. Please justify the rate expressed in the previous question

3.13. In your opinion, what is the overall technical maturity of AI approaches in railways?
Please, rate your answer from 0 (completely immature, needing 10+ years to develop)
to 5 (fully mature, can be used immediately)

3.14. Please justify the rate expressed in the previous question

PART 4: Personal data

4.1. Please let us know how we can use your personal data and if we can contact you
again.
� I give consent to share my name and the name of my organization with the authors

of this questionnaire
� I am available to be contacted

4.2 If you want to share your personal data, please specify it below.
• Name

• Surname

• Organization name

• Email address

• Web Page
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